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Flat Lax and Weak Lax Embeddings of Finite Generalized Hexagons
J. A. THAS AND H. VAN MALDEGHEM†
In this paper we study laxly embedded generalized hexagons in finite projective spaces (a general-
ized hexagon is laxly embedded in PG.d; q/ if it is a spanning subgeometry of the natural point-line
geometry associated to PG.d; q/), satisfying the following additional assumption: for any point x of
the hexagon, the set of points collinear in the hexagon with x is contained in some plane of PG.d; q/.
In particular, we show that d  7, and if d D 7, we completely classify all such embeddings. A clas-
sification is also carried out for d D 5; 6 under some additional hypotheses. Finally, laxly embedded
generalized hexagons satisfying other additional assumptions are considered, and classifications are
also obtained.
c© 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
This paper presents improvements of the results obtained by the same authors in [16], and
can be seen as a continuation of that paper, where the reader is referred to for additional
information on embeddings of generalized hexagons.
DEFINITION 1. A (finite) generalized hexagon H of order .s; t/, s; t  1, is a non-empty
point-line incidence geometry satisfying the following axioms (we denote the symmetric in-
cidence relation by I).
(i) Every line contains s C 1 points and two lines are incident with at most one point.
(ii) Every point is on t C 1 lines and two points are incident with at most one line.
(iii) Given two distinct elements v;w (points and/or lines), there always exists a minimal
path v D v0Iv1Iv2I : : : Ivk D w with k  6, and if k < 6, then this minimal path is
unique.
If a generalized hexagonH has point set P and line set B, and if we denote incidence with I,
then we writeH D .P; B; I/. If s; t > 1, then we callH thick. A geometryH0 D .P 0; B 0; I0/
is a subhexagon of H if P 0  P , B 0  B, I0 is the restriction of I to P 0 and B 0, and H0 is a
generalized hexagon.
DEFINITION 2. Let us view the lines of a given generalized hexagon as subsets of the set of
points. This is possible by axiom .i/ above. Likewise, we will view the lines of any projective
space PG.d; q/ as sets of points of PG.d; q/. Now let H D .P; B; I/ be a generalized
hexagon. Then we say that H is (laxly) embedded in PG.d; q/ if P is a set of points of
PG.d; q/ generating PG.d; q/, if every line L 2 B is a subset of a line L 0 of PG.d; q/, and if
different lines of B are not subsets of a common line of PG.d; q/. If a hexagonH is embedded
in a projective space PG.d; q/, and L is some line ofH, then we will always denote by L 0 the
corresponding line in PG.d; q/. If L D L 0 for all lines of H, or equivalently, if H has order
.q; t/, then we call the lax embedding a full embedding. On the other hand, we call the lax
embedding flat if the following condition is satisfied:
(F) For every point x of H, the set x? of points of H collinear with x in H is contained in
a plane of PG.d; q/.
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In order to make a distinction between collinearity in PG.d; q/ and that in H, we will call
two points of H which are collinear in H polycollinear (as a shorthand for collinear in the
polygon), as in [16]. Also, two elements inH will be called opposite if there exist at least two
minimal paths between them. The distance d.v;w/ of two elements of H is the length of a
minimal path between v and w.
Now we will say that a lax embedding ofH in PG.d; q/ is weak, if the following condition
is satisfied:
(W) For every point x of H, the set x? of points of H not opposite x is contained in a
hyperplane of PG.d; q/.
A lax embedding which is both flat and weak will be called regular or ideal.
Generalized hexagons were introduced in [19]. All presently known finite generalized
hexagons of order .s; t/with s; t  3 are also described in [19], up to duality, as full embedded
hexagons in PG.7; s/ or PG.6; s/. The first class of hexagons is related to the triality group
3 D4.q/, q D t , and the corresponding hexagon is denoted by T .q3; q/ and has order .q3; q/.
It is contained in the triality quadric QC.7; q3/, and we call this full embedding the natural
embedding of T .q3; q/. A second class of finite hexagons is related to Dickson’s group G2.q/,
q D s, and the corresponding hexagon is denoted by H.q/. It has order .q; q/ and it has a
natural (full) embedding in PG.6; q/, in which case H.q/ is contained in some non-degenerate
quadric Q.6; q/. In fact all points of Q.6; q/ are points of H.q/, but the set of lines of H.q/ is
only a subset of the set of lines of Q.6; q/. If q is even, one can project the natural embedding of
H.q/ from the nucleus of the quadric Q.6; q/ onto any hyperplane not containing the nucleus
and obtain a full embedding in PG.5; q/. In this case, the points of H.q/ are all points of
PG.5; q/, and the lines are some lines of PG.5; q/, which are totally isotropic with respect
to a symplectic polarity. We call this full embedding also a natural embedding of H.q/. The
hexagons T .q3; q/ and H.q/ are called the classical hexagons. All natural embeddings we
mentioned are full and regular.
We can now state the main result of our paper.
MAIN RESULT
.i/ IfH is a thick generalized hexagon of order .s; t/ regularly lax embedded in PG.d; q/,
then d 2 f5; 6; 7g, H is a classical generalized hexagon, and there exists a subspace
PG.d; s/ over the subfield GF.s/ of GF.q/ such that H is naturally embedded in
PG.d; s/.
.i i/ If the thick generalized hexagonH of order .s; t/ is flatly and fully embedded in PG.d; s/,
then d 2 f4; 5; 6; 7g and t  s. Also, if d D 7, then H D T .s; 3ps/ and the embedding
is natural. If d D 6 and t5 > s3, thenH D H.s/ and the embedding is the natural one.
If d D 5 and s D t , thenH D H.s/, with s even, and the embedding is the natural one.
.i i i/ If the thick generalized hexagon H of order .s; t/ is flatly lax embedded in PG.d; q/,
then d  7. Also, if d D 7, thenH is regularly embedded, and hence we can apply .i/.
If d D 6, and if H is classical or dual classical with s 6D t3, then H D H.s/ and the
embedding is regular, and hence we can apply .i/ again.
.iv/ If the thick generalized hexagon H of order .s; t/ is weakly lax embedded in PG.d; q/,
then d  5. Also, if d D 5, then H is a regular lax embedding of H.s/, s even, and
hence we can apply .i/. If d D 6, if the embedding is full and if q is odd, then H is a
natural embedding of H.q/ in PG.6; q/.
Before we embark on the proof of the Main Result, we introduce some more terminology.
A subhexagonH0 of order .s0; t 0/ of a hexagonH of order .s; t/ is called an ideal subhexagon
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if t D t 0 (this was called a full subhexagon in [16], but here we follow the terminology of
[21]). Note that, if also s D s0, then H D H0. A circuit consisting of six different points
and six different lines will be called an apartment. If 6 is an apartment, and if L ;M are two
opposite lines of 6, then we call the set 6 [ fx; N ; y; R; zg, where LIxIN IyIRIzIM , with
x =2 6, a window of H. Let x; y be two opposite points of H. We denote x y VD x? \ y? ,
where y? denotes the set of points not opposite y. If for all opposite pairs x; y, the point set
x y is uniquely defined by any two of its elements, then it follows from [11] thatH is a classical
hexagon. Also, it follows from [16] that every regular full embedding of a generalized hexagon
H is a natural embedding of some classical generalized hexagon.
We now prove the Main Result in a sequence of lemmas and theorems.
2. REGULAR LAX EMBEDDINGS
In this section, we assume that the thick generalized hexagon H D .P; B; I/ of order .s; t/
is regularly lax embedded in PG.d; q/, except if explicitly stated otherwise, as for instance in
the first lemma.
LEMMA 2.1. LetH be flatly lax embedded in PG.d; q/. Let U be a subspace of PG.d; q/
containing an apartment ofH. Then all points ofH contained in U and incident with at least
two lines ofH in U, together with the lines ofH through these points (which automatically lie
in U) and the natural incidence, form an ideal subhexagonH0 ofH.
PROOF. See Lemma 1 and Remark 2 in [16]. 2
If U andH0 are as in the above lemma, then we say thatH0 is induced by U .
Consider any x 2 P , with P the point set of H. The points not opposite x span a subspace
which we denote by x . By assumption (W), x 6DPG.d; q/ for all x 2 P .
LEMMA 2.2. For any x 2 P the space x has dimension d − 1 and does not contain any
point opposite x.
PROOF. See proof of Lemma 3 in [16]. 2
COROLLARY 2.3. For x; y 2 P, x 6D y, we have x 6D y .
PROOF. See proof of Corollary 4 in [16]. 2
COROLLARY 2.4. If L is a line ofH and if L 0 is the corresponding line of PG.6; q/, then
the points ofH on L 0 are exactly the s C 1 points of L.
PROOF. Assume, by way of contradiction, that x is a point of H on L 0, but not on L . If
y 2 L , then x 2 y , so d.x; y/  4. It immediately follows that x 2 L , a contradiction. 2
For any x 2 P , we denote by x the unique plane in PG.d; q/ spanned by all points
polycollinear with x .
LEMMA 2.5. For every x 2 P, the plane x does not contain points ofH not polycollinear
with x.
PROOF. Let u 2 P \ x be not collinear with x . If u is opposite x , then u 2 x  x ,
contradicting Lemma 2.2. So u is not opposite x . Then the unique line L of H through u
nearest to x lies in x . Let y be polycollinear with x and at distance 5 from L . Then u and y
are opposite. As y contains all points polycollinear with x , it also contains x , hence also u,
a contradiction. 2
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LEMMA 2.6. H is a classical generalized hexagon. Hence every thick ideal subhexagon
ofH is also classical.
PROOF. See proof of Lemma 6 in [16]. 2
If x and y are opposite points of H, then the set x \ y \ P is called an ideal line in [11],
or a distance-2-trace (or briefly trace) in [20, 21].
THEOREM 2.7. We have 5  d  7. Also, if H D H.s/, then d 6D 7. If H D T .s; 3ps/,
then no subhexagon ofH isomorphic with H. 3ps/ is contained in a PG.d − 2; q/.
PROOF. It is clear that d  3. If d D 3, then for every point x 2 P we have x D x ,
contradicting Lemma 2.5. Now suppose that d D 4. If x and y are distinct collinear points of
H, then x \ y is a plane and so x \ y D x D y , a contradiction. Hence d  5.
Consider an apartment 6 in H and a line L in H concurrent with exactly one line of 6.
Let L and 6 generate a PG.m; q/. Then m  6. Let H0 be the ideal subhexagon induced by
PG.m; q/. Then the order ofH0 is .s0; t/, with 2  s0  s. If s D s0, then m D d  6 and we
are done. So suppose s0 < s. Then there is a line M ofH which does not lie in PG.m; q/, but
which contains a point on a line of 6. Let M and PG.m; q/ generate PG.m C 1; q/ and let
PG.m C 1; q/ induce an ideal subhexagon H00 of order .s00; t/, s0 < s00  s. Note that H0 is
an ideal subhexagon ofH00. If s00 D s, then d D m C 1  7 and we are done again. If s00 < s,
then it follows from [12] that s  s002t , s00  s02t , and hence s  s04t3. Now by [9] we have
s  t3. This implies s D t3 and s0 D 1, a contradiction. We conclude that d  7.
Assume that H D H.s/. Consider again the ideal subhexagon H0 of H. By [12], either
s D s0 or s  s02s. As s0  2, necessarily s D s0 and so m D d  6.
Now let H be a proper thick ideal subhexagon of H, contained in a PG.d − 2; q/. The
subhexagon induced by the subspace PG.d − 1; q/ generated by this PG.d − 2; q/ and any
line of H not in H but concurrent with a line of H must coincide with H (as above), a
contradiction. In particular, if H D T .s; 3ps/, then no subhexagon of H isomorphic with
H. 3
p
s/ is contained in a PG.d − 2; q/. 2
THEOREM 2.8. If the thick generalized hexagonH of order .s; t/ is regularly lax embedded
in PG.5; q/, then s D t , s is even, andH is a natural embedding of H.s/ in a subspace PG.5; s/
of PG.5; q/ for some subfield GF.s/ of GF.q/.
PROOF. Let L ;M be two opposite lines of H. Let x1; x2 be two different points of L , and
let yi , i D 1; 2, be on M and not opposite xi . Let xi ILi Izi IMi Iyi in H. We claim that the
subspace U of PG.5; q/ generated by x1; x2; y1; y2; z1; z2 has dimension 5. Indeed, suppose
that U has dimension k  4. Then without loss of generality, we may assume that U is
generated by x1; x2; y1; y2; z1. As all the latter points lie in z1 , we have U  z1 , which
implies z2 2 z1 , contradicting Lemma 2.2. This proves our claim. Now let S be the set
of points of H polycollinear with some point on L and with some point on M . Note that
jSj D s C 1. As the elements of L1 n fx1; z1g belong to x1 \ y1 \ x2 but not to y2 , the
hyperplane y2 is linearly independent of the hyperplanes x1 ; y1 ; x2 . Similarly, every element
of fx1 ; x2 ; y1 ; y2g is linearly independent of the other three. Hence  D x1 \ y1 \ x2 \ y2
is a line of PG.5; q/ containing all elements of S. It follows that for any two opposite points
v;w ofHwe have jfv;wg? ? j D sC1, where fv;wg? ? is the set of points not opposite every
point of fv;wg? D v? \ w? . By [21, 6.5.6], s D t and H D H.s/ with s even. Now the
points of H and the lines of H together with the distance-2-traces form the symplectic polar
space W5.s/. As the lines of W5.s/ through a fixed point x are contained in x , we see that
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W5.s/ is (sub-) weakly embedded in PG.5; q/, and hence it is fully embedded in a subspace
PG.5; s/ over the subfield GF.s/ of GF.q/, by Theorem 1 of [15]. Hence also H is fully
embedded in PG.5; s/ and the theorem follows from [16]. 2
THEOREM 2.9. If the thick generalized hexagon H of order .s; t/, s 6D t3, is regularly
lax embedded in PG.6; q/, then s D t and H is a natural embedding of H.s/ in a subspace
PG.6; s/ of PG.6; q/ for some subfield GF.s/ of GF.q/.
PROOF. Let the thick generalized hexagon H of order .s; t/, s 6D t3, be regularly lax
embedded in PG.6; q/. AsH is classical and s 6D t3 we have s D t . The points ofH together
with the lines and distance-2-traces ofH form a polar space Q.6; s/which is weakly embedded
in PG.6; q/. Hence by [15] Q.6; s/ is fully embedded in a subspace PG.6; s/ of PG.6; q/ for
some subfield GF.s/ of GF.q/. It follows thatH is fully embedded in PG.6; s/. As it is clear
thatH is regularly embedded in PG.6; s/, we conclude thatH is a natural embedding of H.s/
in PG.6; s/. 2
We now show a fairly general lemma, also valid in the infinite case. For a given Moufang
hexagon, we call the group generated by all root elations the little projective group, see [21].
LEMMA 2.10. If the thick generalized hexagonH is regularly lax embedded in PG.d;K/,
for some field K, then H is a Moufang hexagon and the collineation group inherited from
PG.d;K/ contains the little projective group ofH.
PROOF. First letH D H.2/. The same argument as in the proof of Theorem 2.7 shows that
5  d  6. For d D 5, the proof of Theorem 2.8 remains valid for infinite projective spaces.
For d D 6, the same holds for Theorem 2.9. Hence, in this case, the embedding is the natural
one in a subspace over a subfield. Consequently, the full collineation group of H is inherited
from the projective space. So we may assume thatH 6D H.2/.
Let x be any point ofH. Suppose that a subspace U contains hx? i and a point y ofH opposite
x . Clearly, U contains all apartments of H through x and y, hence U induces a subhexagon
H0 which contains all lines of H through x and which contains all points of H polycollinear
with x . By [21, 2.8.2], H0 D H, hence U D PG.d;K/, x VD hx? i is a hyperplane and x
does not contain any point of H opposite x . Also, it is now clear that Lemma 2.5 is valid in
the infinite case. Hence the proof of Lemma 2.6 implies thatH is a Moufang hexagon.
Now we consider a line L ofH and we show that there is a collineation of PG.d;K/ which
preserves H and induces in H an axial collineation with axis L in the sense of e.g., [11].
Choose x; y 2 L , x 6D y. Then x 6D y since there are clearly points ofH (at distance 4 from
x) contained in x , but not in y . Hence L VD x \ y is a .d − 2/-dimensional subspace of
PG.d;K/. It clearly contains all points of H at distance  3 from L . We claim that these
points generate L . Indeed, if they generate a strictly smaller space U , then by considering
a line M of H opposite L , we see that the subspace hU;Mi of dimension at most d − 1
would induce an ideal subhexagon which contains all points of H on L; by [21, 2.8.2], this
subhexagon coincides with H, a contradiction. The claim follows. Hence v \ w D L for
every two distinct points v;w 2 L .
Now let M1 be any line ofH opposite L . Let a; b be two distinct points both at distance 3 from
both L and M1. Let M2, M2 6D L be any line at distance 3 from both a and b. Clearly neither
M1 nor M2 meets L (otherwise H is induced in a hyperplane of PG.d;K/, a contradiction).
Also, the lines L ;M1;M2 are contained in the 3-dimensional space generated by ab and ba .
Hence there is a unique projective linear collineation  of PG.d;K/ fixing all points of L ,
stabilizing all hyperplanes containing L , and mapping M 01 onto M 02. Let c1 (respectively c2) a0
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be the point on M1 (respectively M2) L polycollinear with a. Then c1; c2; a0 2 ab and hence
they are collinear in PG.d;K/. Moreover, they lie in the plane hL ; c1i, which implies that
c1 D .M 01 \ hL ; c1i/ D M 02 \ hL ; c1i D c2. So the line ac1 of PG.d;K/ is mapped onto the
line ac2. Varying a, we conclude that every point of M1 is mapped by  onto a point of M2.
It is also clear that  induces in a an elation with axis aa0 and center a0. Hence all points of
H on ac1 are mapped onto points ofH on ac2.
Next we note that, if u is any point ofH at distance 3 from L , but not polycollinear with a0 and
not opposite c1, then the spaces hu; Li and c1 meet in the unique point d ofH polycollinear
with both c1 and u. Indeed, it is clear that d belongs to the intersection; conversely, if this
intersection contained more, then V VD hu; L ; c1i is contained in a d 0-dimensional space,
with d 0  4. Hence 5 points of the apartment determined by L ; u; c1 generate V , and so V
is contained in x for some point x , a contradiction. As clearly .hu; Li/ D hu; Li, and
because c1 D c2 , we see that d is the unique point of H polycollinear with both c2 and u.
Hence, similarly to above (interchanging roles of M1 (respectively M2) and c1d (respectively
c2d)), all points ofH on the line c1d are mapped by  onto points ofH on the line c2d . As
c1d can be considered as a general line of H opposite L and meeting M , we may conclude
with Proposition 7 of [1] (see also [2]) that  preserves H and induces an axial collineation
with axis L . As the group generated by all axial collineations is a normal subgroup of the little
projective group, and because the latter is simple ifH 6D H.2/, the result follows. 2
The next corollary is also valid for infinite Moufang hexagons, but for reasons of simplicity,
we only state it for finite classical hexagons.
COROLLARY 2.11. If the thick generalized hexagon H of order .s; t/ is regularly lax
embedded in PG.d; q/, for some prime power q, then the points on any line of H form a
projective subline over GF.s/ of PG.1; q/. In particular, GF.s/ is a subfield of GF.q/.
PROOF. Consider two opposite lines L ;M ofH. By the proof of Lemma 2.10, the projec-
tivity TLIMU V L ! M V x 7! y, where x 2 L , y 2 M and x; y not opposite, is induced
by an element of the automorphism group PGLdC1.q/ of PG.d; q/. Hence the group G of
projectivities of L in H is a subgroup of PGL2.q/ in its natural action on L 0 D PG.1; q/,
having an orbit of length sC 1. By [10], G D PGL2.s/. If s 6D 2, then the result follows from
Lemma 3 of [18]. If s D 2, then, because by the proof of Lemma 2.10 H is classical, t D 2,
and henceH D H.2/. The result follows from Theorem 2.8 and Theorem 2.9. 2
THEOREM 2.12. A thick generalized hexagon of order .t3; t/ cannot be regularly lax
embedded in PG.6; q/.
PROOF. Assume, by way of contradiction, that the thick generalized hexagon H of order
.t3; t/ is regularly lax embedded in PG.6; q/. ThenH is classical. LetH0 be a subhexagon of
order .t; t/. By Theorem 2.7H0 is not contained in a PG.4; q/, soH0 is regularly lax embedded
in PG.6; q/ or in a hyperplane PG.5; q/. From Theorems 2.8 and 2.9 it then follows that any
apartment ofH generates a hyperplane of PG.6; q/.
First, suppose that q is even (and note that this is equivalent with t even). Let 6 be an
apartment of H and let H0 be a subhexagon of order .t; t/ containing 6. If H0 is laxly
embedded in a hyperplane PG.5; q/, then for any two distinct polycollinear points x; y of 6
the space PG.5; q/ contains exactly t2 C t C 1 lines of H concurrent with xy (including xy
itself) as otherwiseH would be contained in PG.5; q/. It follows that at most one subhexagon
of order .t; t/ containing 6, generates a hyperplane of PG.6; q/. Let H00 be any subhexagon
of order .t; t/ containing 6, which generates PG.6; q/. The point set ofH00 is the point set of
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a non-singular quadric Q.6; t/ in some subspace PG.6; t/ of PG.6; q/. If x is a point of 6
and if x is the tangent space (in PG.6; t/) of Q.6; t/ at x , then the hyperplane x of PG.6; q/
generated by x is independent of the choice ofH00. Hence the nucleus n of the quadric Q.6; t/
is independent of the choice ofH00 (n is the intersection of the 6 hyperplanes z , with z in 6).
Now let y 6D x be a point of 6, with x and y collinear in H. Then x \ y DV xy is
4-dimensional, contains all points of H at a distance of at most 3 from the line xy of H, and
is generated by these points (as xy is generated by all points ofH00 at a distance of at most 3
from the line xy). Also, n 2 xy . If z is any point ofH on xy, then z contains xy , so contains
n.
Now let u be any point of H not on a line NN of H, with NN containing a line N of H00. If
L ;M are distinct lines of H containing u, then by 6.5 of [13] H00 contains two lines L 00;M 00
whose extensions NL 00; NM 00 to H are concurrent, respectively, with L ;M . If L \ NL 00 D flg and
M \ NM 00 D fmg, then we choose a window  containing u; l;m, two distinct points l1; l2 on
L 00 (li 6D l, i D 1; 2), and two distinct points m1;m2 on M 00 (mi 6D m, i D 1; 2), where li is
at distance 4 from mi , i D 1; 2. Also, l1; l2 can be chosen in such a way that hl ; l1 ; l2i is
4-dimensional. Then the subhexagon H000 of order .t; t/ defined by the window  generates
PG.6; q/. AsH00 andH000 share an apartment, the corresponding quadrics Q.6; t/ and Q0.6; t/
have the common nucleus n. Hence u contains n.
Now let u be any point of H not in H00, but on a line NN of H where NN contains a line N
of H00. Let z1; z2 be distinct points of N and let 60 be an apartment in H00 containing z1; z2.
Then, by the foregoing, the hyperplane u contains the nucleus n of Q.6; t/. So it follows that
for any point u ofH the hyperplane u contains n. Now assume, by way of contradiction, that
there is a line W of PG.6; q/ through n, which contains distinct points v and w of H. Let r
be a point of H at distance 4 from v and 6 from w. Then r contains n and v, so contains w,
a contradiction. Next, assume that there is a plane b D hb?i, with b in H, which contains
n. If c is a point of H at distance 4 from b, then, as c contains n, it also contains b, clearly
a contradiction. Next, let PG.5; q/ be a hyperplane of PG.6; q/ not containing n. Now we
project H from n onto PG.5; q/. Then the projection H of H is regularly lax embedded in
PG.5; q/, contradicting Theorem 2.8 as s 6D t . This proves the theorem for q (or equivalently
t) even.
Next, note that by Corollary 2.11, any line of H is a subline PG.1; s/ of some line of
PG.6; q/.
Now let q be odd. Consider an apartment 6 of H, and let PG.5; q/ be the hyperplane
generated by the 6 points of 6. Further, let H1;H2 be distinct subhexagons of order .t; t/
containing6; by Theorem 2.8 the point set ofHi generates PG.6; q/, i D 1; 2. Let PG.i/.6; t/
be the subspace over GF.t/ of PG.6; q/ in whichHi is fully embedded by Theorem 2.9, and
let Q.i/.6; t/ be the quadric of PG.i/.6; t/ whose point set coincides with the point set ofHi ,
i D 1; 2. Further, let PG.5; q/ \ PG.i/.6; t/ D PG.i/.5; t/, i D 1; 2. If x is a point of 6
and if .i/x is the tangent space in PG.i/.6; t/ of Q.i/.6; t/ at x , then x is the hyperplane of
PG.6; q/ generated by .i/x . So the pole of PG.1/.5; t/ with respect to Q.1/.6; t/ coincides
with the pole of PG.2/.5; t/ with respect to Q.2/.6; t/; let p be this common point. Hence
p 2 PG.1/.6; t/\ PG.2/.6; t/. Clearly p does not belong to H. Let x1; x2; : : : ; x6 be the 6
points of 6, where x j x jC1 is a line ofH (subscripts being taken modulo 6). The lines x j x jC1
ofH belong to the extension PG.i/.5; s/ of PG.i/.5; t/ to GF.s/. It immediately follows that
PG.1/.5; s/ D PG.2/.5; s/; this common space will be denoted by PG.5; s/. Now assume,
by way of contradiction, that PG.1/.6; s/ D PG.2/.6; s/, with PG.i/.6; s/ the extension of
PG.i/.6; t/ to GF.s/, i D 1; 2. Let u be a point ofH not in PG.1/.6; s/, and let V be a line of
H containing u. By 6.5 of [13],Hi contains a line Vi , whose extension NVi toH contains a point
of V . Put NVi \ V D fai g, i D 1; 2. First, assume that a1 D a2. If NV1 6D NV2, then the plane over
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GF.s/ containing NV1[ NV2 belongs to PG.1/.6; s/, so u belongs to PG.1/.6; s/, a contradiction.
Hence necessarily NV1 D NV2. Assume, by way of contradiction, that a1 =2 PG.5; s/. ThenNV1 has exactly one point b in common with PG.5; s/. So fbg D Vi \ PG.i/.5; t/, i D 1; 2.
Hence b belongs toH1 \H2, and consequently V1 and V2 belong to PG.5; s/. It follows that
a1 2 PG.5; s/, a contradiction. Consequently a1 2 PG.5; s/. Also, a1 is on exactly one line
of Hi containing two distinct points of H1 \H2, i D 1; 2. It easily follows that a1 D a2 for
either zero, or one or all lines V ofH through u. If a1 6D a2, then V contains at least two points
of PG.1/.6; s/. Hence if a1 D a2 for either zero or one line V , then u belongs to PG.1/.6; s/.
Now suppose that a1 D a2 for all lines V of H containing u. Then there is a subhexagon H
of order .t; t/ containing 6 and u. Let L be a line of H through u and let v be a point of H
on L which does not belong to H. Then there is no subhexagon of order .t; t/ containing 6
and v. It follows that v is a point of PG.1/.6; s/. Now, clearly, every point of L belongs to
PG.1/.6; s/, and so u is a point of PG.1/.6; s/. Consequently, H is contained in PG.1/.6; s/,
that is,H is regularly full embedded in PG.1/.6; s/, contradicting the Main Result of [16].
We conclude that PG.1/.6; s/ 6D PG.2/.6; s/. Hence PG.1/.6; s/\PG.2/.6; s/ D PG.5; s/[
fpg. Now we consider a projective space PG.7; q/ containing PG.6; q/, and in PG.7; q/ a
subspace PG.7; s/ such that the projection 8 of PG.7; s/ from some point y 2 PG.7; q/ n
PG.6; q/ contains PG.1/.6; s/ [ PG.2/.6; s/. Then there is a line M in PG.7; s/ whose
extension M 0 to GF.q/ contains y and p. Let u be a point ofH not in PG.1/.6; s/[PG.2/.6; s/,
and let V be a line ofH containing u. By 6.5 of [13]Hi contains a line Vi whose extension NVi
toH contains a point of V , i D 1; 2. Put NVi \ V D fai g; i D 1; 2. First, assume that a1 D a2.
Then a1 2 PG.1/.6; s/ \ PG.2/.6; s/, and so a1 2 PG.5; s/. Hence a1 is on exactly one line
of Hi containing two distinct points of H1 \ H2, i D 1; 2. It easily follows that a1 D a2
for either zero, or one or all lines V of H through u. Assume, by way of contradiction, that
u D hu?i contains p. Let V be any line ofH through u whose extension tot GF.q/ does not
contain p, and let V1 be the line of H1 whose extension NV1 to GF.s/ contains a point a1 of
V . Let v1 be a common point of V1 and PG.1/.5; t/. Then v1 contains V and p, so contains
u . It follows that v1 2 V , so u 2 PG.1/.6; s/, a contradiction. Consequently u does not
contain p. If a1 6D a2, then ha1; a2i \ 8 is a line over GF.s/ which is the projection from y
of a uniquely defined line a1a2 of PG.7; s/, with fai g D hai ; yi \ PG.7; s/.
Now assume that a1 D a2 for either zero or one line V of H through u. Then we obtain
at least two lines over GF.s/ in 8 which are the projections from y of uniquely defined lines
a1a2 and b1b2 of PG.7; s/. As u does not contain p, one easily shows that a1a2 and b1b2
have exactly one point u in common and that u is the projection of u from y onto PG.6; q/.
So u is the projection from y of some point of PG.7; s/.
Now assume that a1 D a2 for all lines of H containing u. Then there is a subhexagon eH
of order .t; t/ containing 6 and u. Let L be a line of H through u and let v be a point of H
on L which does not belong to eH. Then there is no subhexagon of order .t; t/ containing 6
and v. Hence v is the projection from y onto PG.6; q/ of some point v of PG.7; s/. As the
extension L 0 of L to GF.q/ does not contain p, the line L is the projection from y of a uniquely
defined line L of PG.7; s/. It now follows that u is the projection from y onto PG.6; q/ of a
uniquely defined point u of PG.7; s/.
Now we show that, putting fug D hu; yi \ PG.7; s/ for any point u of H, one obtains
a fully embedded generalized hexagon NH in PG.7; s/. Let M be any line of H. If M
contains a point u =2 PG.1/.6; s/ [ PG.2/.6; s/, then, as u does not contain p, it easily
follows that M D fu k u 2 Mg is a line of PG.7; s/. Now assume that M is contained in
PG.1/.6; s/ [ PG.2/.6; s/, say M is contained in PG.1/.6; s/. As the extension M 0 of M to
GF.q/ intersects PG.1/.6; s/ in M and p =2 M , we also have p =2 M 0, and so M D fu k u 2
Mg is a line of PG.7; s/. It follows that there arises a fully embedded generalized hexagon
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NH in PG.7; s/. Let u be any point of NH. Assume, by way of contradiction, that u? is not
contained in a plane of PG.7; s/. Then u , with fug D PG.6; q/\ < y; u >, contains p.
From the above, we must have u 2 PG.1/.6; s/ [ PG.2/.6; s/, with u not inH1 orH2. Let V
be any line of H through u which does not contain a line of H1, nor p, and let V1 be the line
of H1 whose extension NV1 to GF.s/ contains a point a1 of V . Let v1 be a common point of
V1 and PG.1/.5; t/. Then v1 contains V and p, so contains u . It follows that v1 2 V , so V
contains a line ofH1, a contradiction.
We conclude that u? is contained in a plane of PG.7; s/. So NH is flatly full embedded in
PG.7; s/. AsH is weakly embedded in PG.6; q/, it is immediate that NH is weakly embedded
in PG.7; s/. Hence NH is regularly full embedded in PG.7; s/. Then by [16] NH is a natural
embedding of T .t3; t/ in PG.7; s/. Let Q.7; s/ be the quadric which contains the points
of NH. As the projection H of NH from y onto PG.6; q/ is weakly embedded in PG.6; q/, it
follows that for any point u of NH the hyperplane u of PG.7; q/ contains y. As u is the
extension to GF.q/ of the tangent hyperplane of QC.7; s/ at u, we have that y 2 PG.7; s/
and that NH is contained in a hyperplane, clearly a contradiction.
Now the theorem is completely proved. 2
THEOREM 2.13. If the thick generalized hexagon H of order .s; t/ is regularly lax em-
bedded in PG.7; q/, then s D t3 and H is a natural embedding of T .s; 3ps/ in a subspace
PG.7; s/ of PG.7; q/ for some subfield GF.s/ of GF.q/.
PROOF. Let the thick generalized hexagon H of order .s; t/ be regularly lax embedded in
PG.7; q/. AsH is classical and s 6D t by Theorem 2.7, we have s D t3. Consider a subhexagon
H0 of order .t; t/ of H. Remark that for any point x of H0 the space x does not contain a
point y of H0 opposite x . Then by Theorem 2.7 H0 is a regular lax embedding of H.t/ in a
hyperplane PG.6; q/ of PG.7; q/. Now by Theorem 2.9 H0 is a natural embedding of H.t/
in a subspace PG.6; t/ of PG.6; q/ for some subfield GF.t/ of GF.q/.
By Corollary 2.11, any line L of H is a subline PG.1; s/ of the line L 0 D PG.1; q/ of
PG.6; q/ which contains L .
Consider a subhexagon H0 of order .t; t/ of H and the subspace PG.6; t/ containing it.
Let PG.6; s/ be the 6-dimensional space over GF.s/ containing PG.6; t/. Then PG.6; s/
contains all lines of H which intersect PG.6; t/ in a line of H0. Let 6 be an apartment of
H0. Then 6 is contained in a unique hyperplane PG.5; s/ of PG.6; s/. Now we consider
a subhexagon H00 6D H0 of order .t; t/ of H which also contains the points of 6. Then H00
is a natural embedding of H.t/ in a subspace PG0.6; t/; also PG0.6; t/ extends uniquely to
a PG0.6; s/. The apartment 6 is contained in a unique hyperplane PG0.5; s/ of PG0.6; s/.
As PG.5; s/ \ PG0.5; s/ contains 6 and also the six lines of H defined by 6, we have that
PG.5; s/ D PG0.5; s/. If PG.6; s/ \ PG0.6; s/ 6D PG.5; s/, then PG.6; s/ and PG0.6; s/
belong to a common PG.6; q/. As H0 and H00 belong to PG.6; q/, it easily follows that H
belongs to PG.6; q/, a contradiction. Consequently, PG.6; s/ \ PG0.6; s/ D PG.5; s/. Also
PG.6; s/[PG0.6; s/ generates PG.7; q/, and so PG.6; s/[PG0.6; s/ is contained in a unique
subspace PG.7; s/ of PG.7; q/.
Now let y be a point of H not in PG.6; s/ [ PG0.6; s/. If the line L of H contains y,
then by Section 6.5 of [13] the subhexagonH0 (respectivelyH00) contains exactly one line L 0
(respectively L 00) whose extension to GF.s/ has a point z0 (respectively z00) in common with L .
If for at least two distinct lines L of H through y the corresponding points z0; z00 are distinct,
then y clearly belongs to PG.7; s/.
Now suppose that for at least t lines L of H through y we have z0 D z00. For these lines
z0 D z00 belongs to PG.5; s/. Let L be a line ofH through y for which z0 D z00. The hyperplane
PG00.6; q/ D hPG.5; q/; yi, with PG.5; s/  PG.5; q/, induces a subhexagon H000 of order
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.t; t/ (if y is contained in PG.5; q/, then y belongs to the subhexagon of order .1; t/ containing
6, so y belongs toH0 and hence to PG.5; s/, a contradiction). Through each point of L not in
H000 there is a line ofH which is not contained in PG00.6; q/, so which does not contain a point
of PG.5; s/. From the above it follows that each of these t3 − t points of L are contained in
PG.7; s/. Hence L , and consequently y, is contained in PG.7; s/.
We conclude thatH is fully embedded in PG.7; s/. As it is clear thatH is regularly embedded
in PG.7; s/, we conclude thatH is a natural embedding of T .t3; t/ in PG.7; s/. 2
3. FLAT FULL EMBEDDINGS
In this section, we assume that the thick generalized hexagonH of order .q; t/ is flatly and
fully embedded in a projective space PG.d; q/.
For any point x of H, we denote by x the plane in PG.d; q/ generated by the points of H
polycollinear with x .
THEOREM 3.1. We have 4  d  7. Also, we have t  q, and if d D 7, then H D
T .q; 3pq/.
PROOF. Clearly d  4 because the number of points of H, which is equal to .1 C q/.1 C
tq C t2q2/, is always larger than the number q3 C q2 C q C 1 of points in PG.3; q/. As the
number of lines through a point in a plane of PG.d; q/ is equal to the number q C 1 of points
on a line of PG.d; q/, it immediately follows that t  q.
The proof of the fact that d  7 in Theorem 2.7 can be copied here. Also, that proof reveals
that in case d D 7 every window is contained in a proper ideal subhexagon. By [7], H is
isomorphic to T .q; 3pq/. 2
We now take a closer look at the dimensions d D 5; 6; 7.
THEOREM 3.2. If d D 5 and q D t , then the flat embedding is a regular embedding and
hence a natural embedding of H.q/.
PROOF. If d D 5 and q D t , then the point set of the flatly embedded hexagonH concides
with the point set of PG.5; q/. Consider any hyperplane U of PG.5; q/. We show that there
are exactly q3Cq2CqC1 lines ofH in U . For any point x of U , either all lines ofH incident
with x lie in U , or exactly one such line lies in U . Let a be the number of points x of U for
which x? is contained in U and let b be the number of points of U for which this does not
hold. Then
a C b D q4 C q3 C q2 C q C 1:
Also, the number of lines ofH in U (respectively not in U ), is equal to
a.q C 1/C b
q C 1 (respectively bq/:
Hence we have
a.q C 1/C b
q C 1 C bq D q
5 C q4 C q3 C q2 C q C 1:
Solving the system of equations thus obtained, we obtain a D q2 C q C 1 and b D q4 C q3.
Hence the number of lines ofH in U is
a.q C 1/C b
q C 1 D q
3 C q2 C q C 1:
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We claim that every apartment spans PG.5; q/. Indeed, if not, then by 6.5 of [13] there is a full
subhexagon of order .1; q/ in a hyperplane. But such a subhexagon contains .qC1/.q2CqC1/
lines, contradicting the previous paragraph. The claim is proved.
Now consider two opposite lines L1 and L2 ofH, a point x at distance 3 from both L1 and
L2, and two points y1 and y2 at distance 4 from x , at distance 4 from each other and such that
yi is on Li , i D 1; 2. As every apartment spans PG.5; q/, the elements y1; L1; x; L2; y2 span
a hyperplane U . Suppose that U contains a point v of H opposite x . Then U contains a line
M D v \U ofH at distance 5 from x . Let z be polycollinear with both x and y1. By possibly
interchanging the roles of y1 and y2, we may suppose that M is at distance 5 from z. We now
consider the apartment 6 defined by x;M; z. As x  U , z  U and M  U , we conclude
that 6 is in U , a contradiction. Hence no point opposite x is in U . As there are exactly q5
points of H opposite x , the set of these points coincides with PG.5; q/ n U . So U is the set
of the q4 C q3 C q2 C q C 1 points of H which are not opposite x . Hence the embedding is
regular and the result follows. 2
THEOREM 3.3. If d D 6 and if every hyperplane of PG.6; q/ containing an apartment of
H induces a non-thick subhexagon (this happens for instance automatically if q3 < t5, in
particular if q D t), then the flat embedding is a regular embedding and hence a natural
embedding of H.q/.
PROOF. Consider any point x ofH and let L and M be two opposite lines at distance 3 from
x . For every point y on L , y not collinear with x , there exists a unique apartment6y containing
x; L ;M; y. Let Uy be the projective subspace generated by 6y . If Uy had dimension  4,
then, by Lemma 2.1, Uy would be contained in a hyperplane inducing a subhexagon of order
.q; q/, a contradiction. So Uy is a hyperplane of PG.6; q/. It is clear that U D hx; L ;Mi is a
projective 4-space. Hence Uy is a hyperplane in PG.6; q/ containing U . Remark that distinct
points y define distinct hyperplanes Uy as otherwise Uy would not induce a subhexagon of
order .1; t/. As there are q choices for y, there is a unique hyperplane U1 containing x; L ;M
and not containing any point opposite x at distance 3 from both L and M . Now consider any
line N ofH at distance 3 from x and distance 4 from L or M . Then N is not contained in any
Uy since otherwise Uy does not induce a subhexagon of order .1; t/. Hence N is contained in
U1. It easily follows that Uy does not contain any apartment ofH. Note that, if z is the point
on L polycollinear with x , then also all lines ofH through z are contained in U1.
Now we note that U1 is in fact uniquely defined by x; L;M, where L is the line of H
incident with x and z, and M is the line of H through x meeting M . Hence we may rewrite
U1 as Ux;L;M . Put L D L0 and let fLi V i 2 f0; 1; 2; : : : ; tgg be the set of lines of H
through x , with Lt D M. Also, let fx j V j 2 f1; 2; : : : ; qgg be the set of points of H on M,
different from x . For each point x j , we choose a line N j through x j different from M. We
put x D x0 and N0 D Lk , for some arbitrary k 2 f0; 1; : : : ; t − 1g. If Ux j ;N j ;M D Ux‘;N‘;M ,
j 6D ‘, then Ux j ;N j ;M contains an apartment through NJ and N‘, a contradiction. In particular,
Ux0;N0;M is distinct from the q different hyperplanes Ux j ;N j ;M , j D 1; 2; : : : ; q, which all
contain the 4-dimensional space generated by the points of H at distance 3 from M (this
is indeed a 4-dimensional space because it is contained in at least two different hyperplanes,
and because by adding a line opposite M, one generates a subspace inducing H itself). In
particular Ux0;N0;M does not depend on k and so it follows that Ux;L;M only depends on x
and contains all lines at distance  3 from x . Consequently Axiom (W) holds and we have a
full regular embedding. The theorem is proved. 2
We now prove a lemma for flatly lax embedded hexagons. We will need this weaker form
in the next section.
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LEMMA 3.4. IfH is a thick generalized hexagon of order .s; t/which is flatly lax embedded
in PG.7; q/, then s D t3, H D T .s; t/ and every distance-2-trace of H is contained in a line
of PG.7; q/.
PROOF. Consider an apartment 6 of H. The six points of 6 span a PG.m; q/, with
m  5. Now consider a line L of H meeting a line of 6 but not containing a point of 6.
Then L and 6 span a PG.m 0; q/, with m0  m C 1  6. The space PG.m0; q/ induces a
subhexagon H0 of order .s0; t/, s0  2. If s0 D s, then H0 D H and m0 D 7, a contradiction.
Hence s0 < s. Next we consider a line M of H, with L 6D M , and containing a point of
L not in H0. Then M and PG.m0; q/ generate a PG.m00; q/, with m00  m0 C 1  7. The
space PG.m00; q/ induces a subhexagon H00 of order .s00; t/, s0 < s00. If s00 < s, then it
follows from [12] that s  s002t; s00  s02t , and hence s  s04t3. Now by [9], we have
s  t3. This implies s D t3 and s0 D 1, a contradiction. Hence s00 D s;H00 D H, and
m00 D 7. Also, m0 D 6 and m D 5. So every apartment of H generates a 5-dimensional
space. The subspace PG.m; q/ D PG.5; q/ induces a subhexagon H of order .s; t/. As
PG.5; q/ D PG.m; q/ 6D PG.m0; q/ D PG.6; q/ we have H 6D H0, and so s < s0. Now it
follows from [12] that s  s 02t; s0  s2t , and hence s  s4t3. Now by [9], we have s  t3.
This implies s D t3; s D 1 and s0 D t .
The previous paragraph shows that every window of H is contained in a proper ideal sub-
hexagon. Hence, by [7],H is isomorphic to the classical hexagon T .t3; t/.
We now prove that each distance-2-trace ofH is subset of a line of PG.7; q/. Suppose that
x and y are opposite points in H and that x y is not contained in a line of PG.7; q/. Then
x y spans the plane x . Let K1; K2; K3 be 3 lines of H at distance 3 from both x and y, and
suppose that the points y1; y2; y3 nearest y on K1; K2; K3, respectively, are on a line N of
PG.7; q/. AsH satisfies the regulus condition (see [11]), there exists a point z ofH at distance
3 from each of K1; K2; K3, where z =2 fx; yg. If the points z1; z2; z3 nearest z on K1; K2; K3,
respectively, are contained in a line N 0 of PG.7; q/, then hN ; N 0i D hK1; K2; K3i is at most 3-
dimensional, so hK1; K2; K3; x; yi is at most 4-dimensional, a contradiction, as this last space
contains an apartment. It follows that z1; z2; z3 are not on a common line of PG.7; q/. Hence
z1; z2; z3 span the plane z . As hK1; K2; K3i is at most 4-dimensional, we then have that
hK1; K2; K3; x; zi D hK1; K2; K3i is at most 4-dimensional. As hK1; K2; K3; x; zi contains
an apartment we have again a contradiction. It follows that y1; y2; y3 are not collinear. If
PG.r; q/ D hK1; K2; K3i, then it is now clear that this space contains all points at distance
3 from each of K1; K2; K3. Clearly r  5. Hence PG.r; q/ induces an ideal subhexagon H0
containing all points of K1. Consequently, H0 D H, contradicting r  5. We conclude that
each trace ofH is a subset of a line of PG.7; q/. 2
THEOREM 3.5. If H is a thick generalized hexagon of order .q; t/ which is flatly full
embedded in PG.7; q/, then q D t3 andH is a natural embedding of T .q; 3pq/ in PG.7; q/.
PROOF. By Lemma 3.4, H is a classical hexagon isomorphic to T .q; 3pq/, and each
distance-2-trace is contained in some line of PG.7; q/. Let x be any point of H. If H0 is
any subhexagon of order .t; t/, then H0 D H.t/. The lines and distance-2-traces of H0 are
the lines of a polar space Q.6; t/ which, by the proof of Lemma 3.4, is laxly embedded in
some PG.6; q/. Hence by [17], the polar space is fully embedded in some subspace PG.6; t/
of PG.6; q/, and so the set of points x? of H0 at distance  4 from x is contained in a
5-dimensional space U . Let y be any point ofH nH0 polycollinear with x and let L be the line
of H incident with x and y. Then y is not contained in U , otherwise PG.6; q/ induces H, a
contradiction. Hence V VD hU; yi is a hyperplane of H. Now let z1 and z2 be two distinct
polycollinear points ofH0 polycollinear with x , but not with y (inH). LetH00 be a subhexagon
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of order .t; t/ containing z1; z2; y. The points of H00 at distance  4 from x are contained in
a 5-dimensional space U 0 which is generated by z1 ; z2 ; y (asH00 is naturally embedded in
some subspace PG0.6; t/ of PG.6; q/). This implies that U 0  V . Let R be the set of points
of x? with the property: z 2 R if z  V . Now let z01; z02 be distinct polycollinear points of
R which are polycollinear with x . Further, let y0 be a point of R polycollinear with x , but not
with z01 nor with z02. IfH000 is a subhexagon of order .t; t/ containing z01; z02; ; y0, then again all
points ofH000 at distance  4 from x are contained in V .
Now the geometry of distance-2-traces contained in the set x? of points polycollinear with
x is a dual netN which clearly satisfies Veblen’s axiom (indeed, any two distinct intersecting
traces generate in N a dual affine plane of order t , see [11]), hence, by [14], the dual net
N is isomorphic to the dual net Hqt . So the points of x? are the points of a 4-dimensional
projective space PG.4; t/ (not related to PG.6; q/) off a plane PG.2; t/ of PG.4; t/, the traces
in x? are the lines in PG.4; t/ skew to PG.2; t/, and incidence is the natural one. The points
in that model corresponding to the points of H0 polycollinear with x are the points of a dual
affine plane  in PG.4; t/ (the projective plane defined by  contains exactly one point of
PG.2; t/). The point y is a point off  , and so  and y generate in N a dual net whose point
set is of the form PG.3; t/ n PG.2; t/, with PG.3; t/ some hyperplane of PG.4; t/ (remark
that PG.3; t/\PG.2; t/ is a line). From the foregoing paragraph it now follows that all points
of x? which are points of PG.3; t/, are contained in R. Let R0 be the set of points of x?
contained in PG.3; t/. So we have R0  R. Every line of H through x contains exactly t2
elements of R0 and R0 is closed with respect to collinearity in N .
Now let w be a point polycollinear with x but not contained in R0. There are exactly t3
traces through w in x?. Every such trace contains at most one point of R0. On the other hand,
there are t3 points of R0 not polycollinear with w, and so there are at least t3 traces which do
contain a point of R0. It follows that every trace in x? through w contains a unique element
of R0. Now let N be a line at distance 3 from w, but not concurrent with the line wx . Let u
be the unique point of N polycollinear with w. Let u0 be any other point of N and suppose
that V contains u0. The trace xu0 contains w and hence it contains some unique point z of R0.
As z is contained in V , the point z0 polycollinear with both z and u0 is contained in V , and
hence so is the line u0z0. Consideration of any point u00 on u0z0 at distance 4 from any point
z00 of R0 not polycollinear with z leads to an apartment in V , a contradiction as otherwise V
would induce H. Hence u0 is not contained in V . So the hyperplane V must meet the line N
in the point u. Consequently the line uw belongs to V and hence w  V .
We have shown that the embedding is regular and the theorem now follows from [16]. 2
4. FLAT LAX EMBEDDINGS
In this section, we assume that H is a thick generalized hexagon flatly lax embedded in
PG.d; q/.
For any x 2 P , with P the point set of H, we denote by x the unique plane in PG.d; q/
spanned by all points polycollinear with x .
THEOREM 4.1. If H is a thick generalized hexagon which is flatly lax embedded in the
projective space PG.d; q/, then d  7.
PROOF. See proof of Theorem 2.7. 2
We first deal with d D 7 and with the smallest possible case .s; t/ D .8; 2/.
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THEOREM 4.2. IfH is generalized hexagon of order .8; 2/ which is flatly lax embedded in
PG.7; q/, then H is a natural embedding of T .8; 2/ in a subspace PG.7; 8/ of PG.7; q/ (in
particular GF.8/ is a subfield of GF.q/).
PROOF. By Lemma 3.4,H is a classical hexagon isomorphic to T .8; 2/, and all distance-2-
traces are subsets of lines of PG.7; q/. Note that for any point x ofH and any subhexagonH0
of order .2; 2/ containing x , the geometry of distance-2-traces of H0 in x? together with the
lines of H0 through x , is a projective plane of order 2 which is embedded in some PG.2; q/.
Hence q is even.
Now let L be any line of H containing the points xi , i D 0; 1; 2; : : : ; 8, and choose co-
ordinates in PG.7; q/ in such a way that x0 D .0; 1; 06/, x1 D .1; 07/, x2 D .1; 1; 06/ and
x3 D .1; a; 06/, for some a 2 GF.q/, where 0i is an abbreviation for 0; 0; : : : ; 0 (i zeros). If
L1 and L2 are the other two lines of H through x0, then we can choose coordinates in such a
way that the points y1 D .1; 0; 1; 05/ and y2 D .1; 1; 1; 05/ belong to L1, and z1 D .0; 0; 1; 05/
and z2 D .0; 1; 1; 05/ belong to L2. Expressing that the traces in x?0 are subsets of lines of
the plane hL ; L1i, we see that we may assume that x4 D .1; a C 1; 06/ (fx4g D y2r \ L with
frg D L2\ y1x3). This means that, whenever u; v; w are three points ofH on L , and PG.1; q/
is the line of PG.7; q/ containing L , then the translation  of PG.1; q/ fixing u and mapping v
to w preserves the set of points ofH on PG.1; q/. It is easily seen, however, that, considering
the natural embedding eH ofH in some PG0.7; 8/, with such a translation  there corresponds
a translation e of the line eL of eH which corresponds to L . Hence, varying x0 over L , these
translations generate PGL2.8/, which consequently is a subgroup of PGL2.q/ and which has
an orbit of length 9 (namely, the points of L) in PG.1; q/. Hence, by Lemma 3 of [18], L is
a projective subline of PG.1; q/ over the field GF.8/. Now the proof of Theorem 2.13, from
the third paragraph on, can be copied to show that H is flatly full embedded in a subspace
PG.7; 8/ of PG.7; q/. By Theorem 3.5,H is a natural embedding in PG.7; 8/. 2
LEMMA 4.3. For t 6D 2, the 3−.t3C1; tC1; 1/ design C formed by the points of PG.1; t3/
together with the sublines of PG.1; t3/ over GF.t/, is generated by a block PG.1; t/ and a
point y of PG.1; t3/ not in PG.1; t/.
PROOF. Let GF.t3/ D fa11Ca22Ca33 k ai 2GF.t/g, with 1; 2; 3 suitable elements
of GF.t3/. On PG.1; t3/ we choose affine coordinates in such a way that y D .1/. If the
point z 6D y has coordinate .a/, a 2GF.t3/ and a D a11 C a22 C a33, with a1; a2; a3 2
GF.t/, then we put z D .a1; a2; a3/ 2 AG.3; t/, which unambiguously defines the map
 V PG.1; t3/ n fyg ! AG.3; t/. If D is a block of C containing y, then .D n fyg/ is an
affine line of AG.3; t/; so with the t2.t2C tC1/ blocks of C containing y there correspond the
t2.t2C tC1/ affine lines of AG.3; t/. With the t3.t3−1/ blocks D of C not containing y, there
correspond the t3.t3 − 1/ twisted cubics of PG.3; t/, with PG.3; t/ the projective completion
of AG.3; t/, which contain 3 fixed non-collinear points c1; c2; c3 of the extension PG.2; t3/
of the plane at infinity PG.2; t/ of AG.3; t/, where c1; c2; c3 are conjugate with respect to the
cubic extension GF.t3/ of GF.t/. Let PG.1; t/ be the twisted cubic C . If V is the point set
of C generated by PG.1; t/ and y, then for any two points z1 and z2 of V  the affine line z1z2
belongs to V  . Hence V  is an affine subspace of AG.3; t/. As V  contains the twisted cubic
C , we clearly have V  D AG.3; t/. We conclude that C is generated by PG.1; t/ and y. 2
THEOREM 4.4. If H is a thick generalized hexagon of order .s; t/ which is flatly lax
embedded in PG.7; q/, then s D t3 andH is a natural embedding of H.s; 3ps/ in a subspace
PG.7; s/ of PG.7; q/ for some subfield GF.s/ of GF.q/.
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PROOF. By Lemma 3.4, H is a classical hexagon isomorphic to T .s; t/, with s D t3. By
Theorem 4.2, we may assume that t > 2. LetH0 be a subhexagon of order .t; t/ ofH. By the
first paragraph of the proof of Lemma 3.4, the points of H0 span a PG.6; q/. By the second
part of the proof of Lemma 3.4, the points ofH0 together with the lines and traces ofH0 form
a polar space Q.6; t/ which is laxly embedded in PG.6; q/. Hence, by [17], Q.6; t/ is fully
embedded in some subspace PG.6; t/ of PG.6; q/. It follows that H0 is regularly embedded
in PG.6; t/. Now by [5], see also [16], the subhexagon H0 is a natural embedding of H.t/ in
PG.6; t/.
We now show that for any point x ofH the set of all points ofH not opposite x is contained
in a hyperplane of PG.7; q/. Let L1; L2; : : : ; LtC1 be the lines ofH containing x , letH0 be a
subhexagon of order .t; t/ containing x , and let L1 be the line ofH0 contained in L1. Further,
let y 2 L1 n L1. AsH0 is a natural embedding of H.t/ in a subspace PG.6; t/ of PG.6; q/, the
planesz , with z any point ofH0 polycollinear with x , are contained in a common PG.5; q/. By
the first paragraph of the proof of Lemma 3.4, no line M 6D L1 ofH containing y is contained
in PG.6; q/. Hence hPG.5; q/; yi is a 6-dimensional space which will be denoted by x .
Consider points z1; z2, with z1 6D z2, on L1. Then y; z1; z2 are contained in a subhexagonH00
of order .t; t/. Let L1 be the line of H00 contained in L1. As H00 is a natural embedding of
H.t/ in some 6-dimensional space over GF.t/, the planes z1 ; z2 ; y span a PG.4; q/ and
moreover z , with z 2 L1 , is a plane of PG.4; q/. As PG.4; q/  x , we have z  x . Let
us consider the 3-.t3C1; tC1; 1/ designD with point set L1 and having as blocks the subsets
of L1 which are the lines of the subhexagons of order .t; t/ containing a point of L1. As H
is classical , D is isomorphic to the design with point set PG.1; t3/ and having as blocks the
lines over GF.t/ contained in PG.1; t3/. By Lemma 4.3, for t 6D 2 the design D is generated
by the block L1 and the point y. It immediately follows that z , with z any point of L1, is a
plane of x . Now we consider any point z ofH; z =2 L1, polycollinear with x . Let z01 and z02 be
distinct points ofH0, with z01 and z02 polycollinear with x , where z01 =2 L1 and z02 =2 L1, with z01
and z02 not polycollinear with z, and with z01 polycollinear with z02. Then there is a subhexagon
H00 of order .t; t/ containing z; x; z01; z02. The trace defined by z and z0i contains a point z00i
of L1; i D 1; 2. The 5-dimensional space containing any plane u , with u any point of H00
polycollinear with x , is spanned by z01 ; z02 ; x ; z001 . As z01 ; z02 ; x ; z001 are contained in x ,
also z is contained in x . Consequently, for any point x of H the set of all points of H not
opposite x is contained in a hyperplane x of PG.7; q/.
We conclude that H is regularly lax embedded in PG.7; q/, and so by Theorem 2.13, H is
a natural embedding of T .s; 3
p
s/ in some subspace PG.7; t/ of PG.7; q/ for some subfield
GF.t/ of GF.q/. 2
THEOREM 4.5. If H is a generalized hexagon of order .s; t/, with s 6D t3, isomorphic to
a classical or dual classical generalized hexagon, which is flatly lax embedded in PG.6; q/,
thenH is a natural embedding of H.s/ in a subspace PG.6; s/ of PG.6; q/ for some subfield
GF.s/ of GF.q/.
PROOF. The generalized hexagon H clearly has a proper subhexagon of order .s0; t/. By
[12] we have s  s02t , and so .s; t/ 6D .s; s3/. Hence s D t .
Let 6 be an apartment of the hexagon H. If 6 is contained in a PG.4; q/, then PG.4; q/
induces a subhexagon H0 of order .s0; s/, s0 < s. If L is a line of H concurrent in H with
a line of 6 but not containing a point of H0, then PG.4; q/ and L generate a PG.5; q/. The
space PG.5; q/ induces a subhexagon H00 of order .s00; s/, with s0 < s00 < s. By [12], we
have 1  s002 and s00  s02s, clearly a contradiction. Consequently, 6 generates a hyperplane
PG.5; q/ of PG.6; q/.
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Suppose that x and y are opposite points in H. As in the proof of Lemma 3.4 we show
that x y is contained in a line of PG.6; q/. It immediately follows that every trace of H is
determined by two of its elements, and soH D H.s/.
Then the points ofH together with the lines and traces ofH form a polar space Q.6; s/which
is laxly embedded in PG.6; q/. Now by [17] Q.6; s/ is fully embedded in a subspace PG.6; s/
of PG.6; q/, for some subfield GF.s/ of GF.q/. It immediately follows that H is regularly
embedded in PG.6; s/, and so, by [16],H is a natural embedding of H.s/ in PG.6; s/. 2
5. WEAK EMBEDDINGS
For weak embeddings of hexagons, we do not see a way at the moment to bound the
dimension of the projective space. But we are able to classify all weak lax embeddings of
thick generalized hexagons in dimension at most 5, and all weak full embeddings of thick
generalized hexagons of order .s; t/ with s odd in dimension 6.
For a weakly lax embedded hexagon H in PG.d; q/, and for any point x of H, we denote
by x the subspace of PG.d; q/ generated by x? . By assumption, this is a proper subspace,
i.e., x 6D PG.d; q/.
THEOREM 5.1. If H is a thick generalized hexagon which is weakly lax embedded in the
projective space PG.d; q/, d  5, then H is a regular lax embedding of a classical hexagon
H.s/, with s even, and hence a natural embedding in some subspace PG.5; s/ over the subfield
GF.s/ of GF.q/.
PROOF. First suppose that the order .s; t/ ofH is distinct from .2; 2/. Let x be any point of
H and let y be any point opposite x . Then it is immediately clear that all points z of H n x?
for which there exist points y D u0; u1; : : : ; ui D z opposite x , with u j 2 u?j−1, 1  j  i ,
belong to hx ; yi. By [4], all points z ofH opposite x qualify, henceH is contained in hx ; yi.
This shows that no point ofH opposite x is contained in x , and that x is a hyperplane.
Now let x; y; z be three points of H, with y and z polycollinear with x , and y at distance 4
from z. As there are points of H opposite z which are not opposite x and not opposite y, we
easily see that x \ y \ z is a subspace of dimension d − 3. Since it contains the t C 1 lines
of H through x , it must be a plane, and so we have shown that d D 5 and the embedding is
flatly lax, hence regularly lax and we can apply Theorem 2.8 to finish the proof.
Now let .s; t/ D .2; 2/. ThenH is either isomorphic to H.2/, or to its dual H.2/D , see [19]
or [6]. If H D H.2/, then we can again rely on [4] and copy the arguments of the previous
paragraphs. Now let H D H.2/D . Let x; y; z be as above. As the geometry H.y/ of points
and lines at distance 5 from y has two components (see [4]), we see that y is either .d−1/-
dimensional or .d − 2/-dimensional. Suppose that y  z . There are at least 16 points of
H in y opposite z, hence exactly 16 points as each connected component of H.z/ contains
16 points. Let y0 be a point of H polycollinear with one of these 16 points, and also opposite
both y and z. Then y0 belongs to z . It follows that H.z/ has a connected component of at
least 17 points, a contradiction. Hence y 6 z and analogously z 6 y . If the dimension
of one of y; z is d − 2, then z \ y has dimension at most d − 3, hence d D 5 and x? is
contained in a plane of PG.5; q/. So suppose both spaces y and z are .d − 1/-dimensional.
If x does not contain y \ z , then x? is contained in the .d − 3/-space x \ y \ z and so
again d D 5 and x? is contained in a plane. Hence suppose that x contains y \ z . Then x
contains the 8 points ofH opposite x and at distance 4 from both y and z. But every such point
is polycollinear with 3 points in the same connected component of H.x/. Moreover, one can
check that these 8  3 points are distinct (using s D t D 2). Hence x contains all 32 points
opposite x , a contradiction.
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The theorem is proved. 2
Now we consider full weak embeddings of hexagons in PG.6; q/. If q is odd, we have a
complete classification. First we need a lemma.
LEMMA 5.2. LetH be a classical hexagon of order .s; t/. Let L and M be opposite lines
and let S be the set of points at distance 3 from both L and M. If s is odd, then there is a point
x ofH opposite every point of S. If s is even, then no point ofH is opposite every point of S.
PROOF. First let s D t and consider the natural embedding of H in PG.6; s/. The set S is
a conic and for every point x of H, the subspace x meets S in 0, 1, 2 or s C 1 points. Let
Q.6; s/ be the quadric on whichH is defined.
Let s be odd. Then we consider a point x ofH for which the tangent hyperplane of Q.6; s/
at x contains exactly 2 points y; z of S. The point x is at distance at most 4 from y and z, and
x contains no other points of S. It is easy to see that x is at distance 4 from y and z. Let N
be any line through x distinct from the two lines at distance 3 from y or z. Every element of
S is at distance 4 exactly from one element of N , and x is at distance 4 from two elements of
S. So there must be a point of N opposite every element of S.
Now let s be even. Let n be the nucleus of the quadric Q.6; s/. Then the plane  of S
contains n. As x is the tangent hyperplane of Q.6; s/ at x , also x contains n. So, either
S  x or  \ x is a line which contains exactly one point of S. Hence x \ S is not empty.
Now let s D t3. We consider the natural embedding ofH in PG.7; s/.
Let s be odd. Consider a subhexagon H1 of order .t; t/ intersecting L in a line L1 of H1
and M in a line M1 of H1. Then H1 contains t C 1 points of S. By the above, H1 contains
a point x at distance 4 from exactly 2 elements a0; a1 of S in H1, and opposite every other
element of S in H1. Then x is at distance at least 4 from any element of S. Suppose, by way
of contradiction, that x is at distance 4 from a point a2 of S not contained in H1. Let R be
the line of H through a2 at distance 3 from x . Then R contains a point r of a line W of H at
distance 3 from every element of S. As W contains a line of H1, the point r belongs to H1.
At least one of L , M is distinct from W , say L 6D W . As L contains a line of H1 and r is a
point of H1, the unique point a2 of H at distance 2 from r and at distance 3 from L , belongs
toH1. Hence a2 2 fa0; a1g, a contradiction. So, x is at distance 4 from exactly two points of
S. Now the same argument as above for s D t completes the proof.
Now let s be even. Assume, by way of contradiction, that H contains a point x such that
x \ S is empty. Let l be the point of L at distance 4 from x , and let m be the point of M
at distance 4 from x . Further, let R be the line of H at distance 3 from x and at distance 2
from M , and let r be the point of R at distance 4 from l (possibly r D m). Then there is a
subhexagon H1 of order .t; t/ containing l; x; r and m. The hexagon H1 intersects L and M
in lines of H1 and hence contains t C 1 points of S. From the case s D t it now follows that
x contains at least one point of S inH1, a contradiction.
The lemma is proved. 2
THEOREM 5.3. IfH is a generalized hexagon of order .q; t/, with q odd, weakly embedded
in PG.6; q/, thenH is a regular full (and hence natural) embedding of H.q/.
PROOF. As in the proof of Theorem 5.1, one easily shows that the subspace x of PG.6; q/
generated by the points polycollinear with some point x ofH is 2-dimensional or 3-dimensional.
If x is 2-dimensional, then x is clearly a distance-2-regular point (because no space y
generated by y? for y opposite x can contain x). Note that each y is a hyperplane in
PG.6; q/. Also, y0 6D y00 for distinct points y0; y00. Suppose now that x is 3-dimensional.
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Let L be a line of H containing x and let y 2 L n fxg. Then x \ y D UL is 4-dimensional.
Clearly, UL contains x and each line at distance 2 from L . Let M be a line at distance 3
from x . Then M is not contained in x , as x  z for every point z polycollinear with x
and M 6 z for z at distance 5 from M . Hence the lines M at distance 2 from L generate
UL . Let w and z be two non-polycollinear points in x? and put U D z \ w. Then U is a
4-dimensional space containing x . If L is any line containing x , then UL 6D U (UL contains
points opposite either w or z). So exactly one of the q C 1 hyperplanes u  UL , u 2 L ,
contains U . If u , u 2 L , contains U , then, as U contains points opposite x , we have x 6D u.
Let v be any point of H at distance 4 from both z and w. Then v 2 U , and hence v 2 u ,
implying u 2 xv . Hence x is a distance-2-regular point. Consequently every point x of H is
distance-2-regular and so it follows from [11] thatH is classical.
Still to prove is that the embedding is flat. Suppose by way of contradiction that it is not flat.
Then there is a point x with x a 3-dimensional space (where again x is the space generated
by the points polycollinear with x). Let L be a line of H at distance 3 from x , and let M be
opposite L and also at distance 3 from x . We claim that hx ; L ;Mi DV V is 5-dimensional.
Indeed, if z is incident with L and polycollinear with x , then M is not contained in z , but the
4-dimensional space U D hx ; Li belongs to z ; whence our claim. It follows that the space
U 0 generated by L ;M and xa , where a 6D x is a point of H at distance 3 from both L and
M , is at least 4-dimensional. As U 0 is contained in both x and a , it must be 4-dimensional.
Varying a over the set of points at distance 3 from both L and M , we obtain all hyperplanes
a of PG.6; q/ containing U 0. Hence every point of H is at distance at most 4 of at least one
such point, hence q is even by the previous lemma, a contradiction. The theorem is proved. 2
The previous theorem is not true in the even case. Without proof, we mention that there is
a counterexample for q D 2.
Also remark that the property for s even stated in Lemma 5.2 characterizes the finite Moufang
hexagons of order .s; t/, s 2 ft; t3g even. Indeed, in [8], it is shown that, if in a finite thick
generalized hexagon H every two opposite lines L and M have the property that any point x
is not opposite at least one point at distance 3 from both L and M , thenH is classical of order
.s; t/ with s 2 ft; t3g, and with s even.
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